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Limitations
AECOM Infrastructure & Environment UK Limited (“AECOM”) has prepared this Report for the sole 
use of Grove Park Neighbourhood Forum (“The Client”) in accordance with the Agreement under 
which our services were performed. No other warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to the 
professional advice included in this Report or any other services provided by AECOM. 
Where the conclusions and recommendations contained in this Report are based upon information 
provided by others it is upon the assumption that all relevant information has been provided by 
those parties from whom it has been requested and that such information is accurate.  Information 
obtained by AECOM has not been independently verified by AECOM, unless otherwise stated in the 
Report. 
The methodology adopted and the sources of information used by AECOM in providing its services 
are outlined in this Report. The work described in this Report was undertaken in the period October 
2016 to February 2017, although the evidence base goes wider, and is based on the conditions 
encountered and the information available during the said period of time. The scope of this Report 
and the services are accordingly factually limited by these circumstances. 
Where assessments of works or costs identified in this Report are made, such assessments are 
based upon the information available at the time and where appropriate are subject to further 
investigations or information which may become available.  
AECOM disclaim any undertaking or obligation to advise any person of any change in any matter 
affecting the Report, which may come or be brought to AECOM’s attention after the date of the 
Report.
Certain statements made in the Report that are not historical facts may constitute estimates, 
projections or other forward-looking statements and even though they are based on reasonable 
assumptions as of the date of the Report, such forward-looking statements by their nature involve 
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from the results predicted.  
AECOM specifically does not guarantee or warrant any estimate or projections contained in this 
Report.
Where field investigations are carried out, these have been restricted to a level of detail required 
to meet the stated objectives of the services.  The results of any measurements taken may vary 
spatially or with time and further confirmatory measurements should be made after any significant 
delay in issuing this Report.

Copyright
© This Report is the copyright of AECOM Infrastructure & Environment UK Limited.  Any 
unauthorised reproduction or usage by any person other than the addressee is strictly prohibited.
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1.1 Background

Through the Department of Communities and Local Government, 
Neighbourhood Planning Programme, AECOM has been 
commissioned to provide technical support in masterplanning to 
the Grove Park Neighbourhood Forum.  The support is intended 
to progress the Forum’s work in producing a Neighbourhood Plan 
and is designed to complement the plan-drafting work that is 
underway.

1.2 Objective

The objective of this report is to inform a Spatial Strategy plan for 
Grove Park Neighbourhood Area and to develop options for public 
realm improvement in the local centre and for other three sites 
identified within the neighbourhood plan area. These sites are: 
• Cleared land in Grove Park Road;
• Vacant land at Lions Close;
• Garages at Castleton Road.

1.3 Locational Analysis

Grove Park Neighbourhood Area is an urban neighbourhood in 
south east London, within the London Borough of Lewisham. The 
area, primarily residential, is served by the Grove Park train station 
and several TfL Buses which connect the neighbourhood to its 
environs and to central London.
The Grove Park Neighbourhood Area is roughly 285ha in size, 
located approximately 2km to the south-east of the borough’s 
main town centre at Lewisham and 3km north of Bromley town 
centre. Its boundary includes the entire Grove Park Ward as well 
as parts of Downham and Whitefoot Wards. The eastern border of 
the neighbourhood area is framed by the boundaries of the Royal 
Borough of Greenwich and the London Borough of Bromley.

Grove Park Neighbourhood Plan Area
Grove Park - Wider contextDRAFT
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Grove Park Railway Station Bus Stand along Baring Road

Shopping Parade along Baring Road Chidbrook Meadows

Tipical residential street in  Grove Park

Local shop between Baring Road and Downham WayDRAFT
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2.1 Introduction

This section of the report briefly outlines the site and context 
appreciation and some of the issues and opportunities relating 
to Grove Park. This forms the basis for the initial concept 
masterplans and the focus on the Public Ream Improvements 
Strategy.  

Policy contextDRAFT
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2.1 Policy Review

Economic development is promoted within Lewisham’s Growth 
Plan (2013): “Lewisham town centres are being revitalised, 
developing their unique and diverse offer”.  Aim 2 of the Growth 
Plan is “to accelerate the expansion of the Lewisham economy 
by capitalising on major physical regeneration in the borough 
to create the right environment for business growth”. This is 
encouraged in Spatial Policy 2 with the aim of creating and 
reconfiguring 100,000 square metres of employment floorspace 
and 62,000 square metres of new retail floorspace by 2026. 
The Lewisham Development Management Local Plan (2014) 
outlines the type of buildings suitable for Grove Park. It states that 
there should be a cohesive feel and building line. Buildings are 
most likely to be two storeys, although some examples of three 
storeys can be found. 
Grove Park Town Centre Opportunity Area
Grove Park Town Centre Opportunity Area has no policy 
designations within it. However it is adjacent to a Green Corridor, 
Metropolitan Open Land and a Site of Importance for Nature 
Conservation. The Core Strategy (2011) Policy 18 (The location 
and design of tall buildings) states that tall buildings will be 
considered inappropriate where they would cause harm to the 
identified qualities including Metropolitan Open Land and other 
open spaces. The other policy designations adjacent to the site 
do not affect the development potential of the site. 
Grove Park is listed as one of the 5 Neighbourhood Centres within 
the Lewisham’s Core Strategy (2011). The core strategy promotes 
an established retail hierarchy and expansion to retail within 
these Neighbourhood Centres. Viable local shopping centres 
and parades at Grove Park will provide accessible services and 
facilities reducing the need to travel. This is stated in Spatial Policy 
5 that ‘ensures the retention and protection of shopping areas 
that contribute to local day-to-day retail needs and employment 
by designating Grove Park as a Neighbourhood local shopping 
centre’. 
Land at Grove Park Road
There are no policy designations within or surrounding the site. 
Lions Close
There are no policy designations within or surrounding the site. 
The site is, although, highlighted as ‘All Other Open Space’ within 
the Core Strategy (2011) but not designated. Spatial Policy 1 
states that all open space will be protected; however as this is not 
a designation this should not affect the development potential of 
the site. 

Garages, Castleton Road
There are no policy designations within or surrounding the site. 
However there was a planning application (DC/16/098887) 
submitted in October 2016 and validated in January 2017 
within the site boundary. The proposal is for the demolition of 
the existing garages and the construction of five dwellings with 
associated car parking, cycle storage and open space. 
In conclusion there are no major planning restrictions on any of 
the proposed sites. The intention to increase employment space 
is consistent with overall borough strategy and Grove Park as 
a ‘Neighbourhood centre’ in Lewisham’s Town centre hierarchy 
of Lewisham. Potential constraints include an existing planning 
application for the Garage site in Castleton Road.

DRAFT
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3.1 Site Analysis

Grove Park Neighbourhood Area is located south of the south 
Circular Road and it is framed between the railway line to the west 
and the boundaries of the Royal Borough of Greenwich and the 
London Borough of Bromley to the east and south.
The main north-south vehicular connection is given by Baring 
Road (A2212) while Downham Way-Chinbrook Road-Grove Park 
Road provide an east-west link. The area is served by numerous 
TfL buses and by a mainline train station – Grove Park – which 
connects the neighbourhood with its environs and to central and 
outer London.
The area, mainly residential with an emphasis on family oriented 
housing, has its local centre and its main shopping area centred 
on the rail station on Baring Road and along Downham Way. Grove 
Park benefits from community facilities such as three primary 
schools and several community buildings, including churches, a 
library, a health centre and community halls. 
The analysis of the area highlighted a strong presence of green 
and open spaces in the neighbourhood mainly concentrated 
around the edges of the railway line. Moreover, the street network 
benefits from a large number of mature trees that, along with the 
presence of the Quaggy River, gives the area a distinctive green 
neighbourhood feeling.
The site has several natural trail walks (e.g. the Railway Children 
Walk and the Green Chain Walks) that can be used to connect the 
whole neighbourhood through a comprehensive network of green 
trails.
Grove Park Neighbourhood Area has a rich cultural and heritage 
assets - with a number of listed building, local listed grade, non-
designated heritage assets and areas of special character - which 
can be used to improve the quality of the environment of the 
entire neighbourhood.

Grove Park - Existing open spaces networkDRAFT
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3.2 Green Connection and Spatial Strategy

As the previous analysis highlighted, Grove Park area already has 
all the components for the creation of a healthy and sustainable 
neighbourhood.
The Spatial Strategy shown in the plan aims to protect and 
reinforce these characteristics enhancing all the natural 
and historical heritage assets present in the area, making 
them the driving force behind the improvement of the whole 
neighbourhood.
In particular, the strategy aims to:
• Improve streetscape and public realm with new planting  

in order to create a green network of tree lined streets 
connecting key destinations within the neighbourhood area;

• Reinforce the corridor from north-west to south-east along 
the railway line to create a “Green Corridor” which connects 
the South Circular Road down to Elmstead Wood through a 
continuous linear country park with multiple access nodes;

• Strengthen the water infrastructure in the area creating a 
blue corridor along the Quaggy River to connect Chinbrook 
Meadows to the Mottingham sports grounds to the north;

• Extend the local cycling route network with new routes along 
Baring Road and Marvels Lane;

• Enhance the connection between the two sides of the railway 
line improving the cycle-pedestrian railway crossings (Railway 
Children Walk and the bridge between New Street Hill– Marvels 
Lane) and underpass (between Portland Road and Chinbrook 
Meadows). 

Grove Park - Green network and Spatial strategyDRAFT
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4.1 Introduction

This section of the report develops proposals for selected sites 
within the neighbourhood plan area and for the improvements of 
the public realm in Grove Park. 
Each site studied is analysed and briefly described. Moreover, the 
concept and thinking behind the improvement of each sites is 
explained and illustrated with plans.
The sites identified by the Grove Park Neighbourhood Forum 
within the neighbourhood area are the following:
1. Sites within Grove Park Local Centre Opportunity Area;
2. Cleared land in Grove Park Road;
3. Vacant Land at Lions Close
4. Garages at Castleton Road

Grove Park - Key local opportunity areasDRAFT
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Cleared land in Grove Park Road Vacant land at Lions Close Garages at Castleton RoadLocal Centre Opportunity Area

Cleared site at Grove Park Road Vacant Land at Lions Close Garages at Castleton RoadLocal Centre Opportunity Area
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4.2 Local Centre Opportunity Area

4.2.1 Site Analysis

Grove Park Local Centre is the site with the greatest potential in 
the neighbourhood due to its strategic position - at the junction 
between Baring road, Chinbrook Road and Downham Way – and 
its proximity to Grove Park Railway station.
This area includes the main shopping area, which is centred on 
the rail station on Baring Road and along Downham Way, and the 
shopping parade with some shops currently empty.
The site includes some Area of Special Character and some 
buildings of architectural importance such as the Baring Hotel 
Public House; however the character of the area has been 
impoverished by poor quality shopfronts and architectural 
superfetation.

4.2.2 Concept Plan

The main concept for the Grove Park is to create a desirable and 
vibrant Centre that will enhance the area into a key destination 
point. 
In particular, the plan aims to:
• Regenerate the shopping parade along Baring Road with a 

variety of different (preferably local) businesses, to create a 
meeting point for the surrounded community;

• Improve the visual appeal of Grove Park Station;
• Create an attractive public realm along Baring Road and 

Downham Way to improve the general streetscape of the area;
• Improve the junctions between Baring Road and Chinbrook 

Road and Baring Road and Downham Way to create safer road 
crossings for pedestrians and cyclists;

• Improve the frontage treatment of the buildings, the quality of 
signage and the shop fronts along the main streets in the area 
to enhance the character of Grove Park Centre.

Moreover, the plan aims to revitalise Grove Park Centre using the 
following key sites identified within the local centre opportunity 
area, with potential to be regenerated with mixed uses and 
destination spaces:
• Bus stand. The site has the potential to be developed for 

residential and commercial uses
• Vacant area back of Baring Hotel Public House. This area has 

the potential to be developed for community uses such as 
Market Square with daily or weekly local vendor stalls.

• Community Learning Centre. This site has potential 
opportunity for renewal.

Local Centre Opportunity Area - Site analysis
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Local Centre Opportunity Area - Concept Plan

Grove Park Station
Improve the visual appeal of the 
Station and its realtion with the local 
centre

Baring Rd / Downham Way junction
Create a shared space with seats and planting to 
promote a stronger relationship between Downham Way 
and Baring Rd by using the same pavement material
Reduce traffic speed

Community Learning centre
Potential opportunity for renewal

Bus Stand 
Opportunity to develop the site for 
residential and commercial uses.

Shopping Parade
Shoppping Parade with local employment oppotunities
Indipendent shops and Cafes
Variety of different local businesses
Focal point for residents

Market Square
Opportunity to develop the site for public uses
Market Square with daily or weekly farm or local market
Meeting point for the surrounding community

Baring Rd / Chinbrook Rd Junction
Create a safer junction and road crossing 
for pedestrain and cyclists

Public Realm / Shop Frontages
Shop fronts with quality commercial advertising
Attractive public realm along Baring Road and Downham Way
Local Centre with a characteristic streetscape

DRAFT
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4.2.3 Bus Stand site

Within the local centre, the Bus stand site, roughly 0.45ha in size, 
is located north of Grove Park Station along Baring Road.
The site is bordered to the south by the railway tracks and by the 
shopping parade, to the west by a National Rail deposit, to the 
north by a petrol station and to the east by Baring Road.

Option 1 maximises the residential capacity of the area and 
retains the bus stand along Baring Road 
4 storeys building with approximately 36 flats and private 
open space at ground floor level.
4 storeys building with approximately 16 flats.
Retained Bus stand
Total number of apartments (approximately) 52
This option has the advantage of maximising development 
capacity on currently dis-used brownfield sites.

Option 2 aims to create a new mixed use development along 
Baring Road with retail units at ground floor and residential 
units above. The Bus stand is relocated to back of the 
development.
Relocated Bus stand
4 storey building with commercial ground floor with 
approximately 30 apartments over 3 storeys.
Total number of apartments (approximately) 30
This option has the advantage of improving the character of 
the Local Centre by moving the Bus stand (not bus stops) to a 
less prominent site.

At present, the half adjacent Baring Road is used as bus stand/
stop while the other half is currently vacant. 
Two different proposals are presented for this area currently 
occupied by the bus stand along Baring Road.

Bus Stand site - Option 1 Bus Stand site - Option 2
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4.2.4 Market Square

The vacant area back of Baring Hotel Public House has the 
potential to be developed for community uses such as Market 
Square with daily or weekly local vendor stalls. The proposed site 
would provide a substantial space capable of accommodating 25-
30 stalls, depending on the configuration of the market.
The intervention would provide a boost to the local economy and 
would also help to change the perception of Grove Park Centre as 
a place to visit and shop.

Street Feast at Lewisham Model Market. Lewisham, London Red Market. Shoreditch, London

Stalls market. Covent Garden, London Blackheat Farmer market. Blackheath, LondonDRAFT
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4.3 Grove Park Road and Lion Close sites

4.3.1 Site Analysis

The two sites are located in the south-eastern part of the Grove 
Park Ward. The area, primarily residential, is mainly made up of 
semi-detached and terraced houses.
The sites are close to important social infrastructure - Youth Club 
(currently vacant), WG Grace Centre and Marvels Lane Primary 
School – and on the edge of the Chinbrook Estate, identified as an 
Area of Special Character, which comprises several small roads 
and has two high tower blocks plus many smaller terraced houses 
and flats.

Grove Park Road and Lion Close sites - Analysis

DRAFT
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4.3.2 Cleared site at Grove Park Road

The site, roughly 0.1ha in size, is located in the south-eastern part 
of the Grove Park Neighbourhood Plan area. The plot, previously 
occupied by two semi-detached houses, is currently cleared by 
any building. 
The site has a direct access to Grove Park Road to the north and 
it borders west with the Youth Club (currently vacant) south with a 
portion of green space and east with a ten storey tower of flats.

4 storey building with medical practice and surgery at the 
ground floor and approximately 12 apartments over 3 storeys

Total number of apartments (approximately) 12

Cleared site at Grove Park Road - Development proposal

01

01
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Option 1 uses same typology adjacent the site proposing ten 
terraces houses with private parking on the front garden of 
each house. 
10 two storey terraced houses with parking space on the plot.
Pedestrian connection with the Chinbrook Estate
Total number of  houses 10
Total number of parking spaces 10
This option has the advantage of responding to the existing 
built character of Lions Close and provides family houses.

Option 2 proposes a four storey block of flats in order to 
maximise the residential capacity not exceeding the height of 
the surrounding building. 
4 storey building with approximately 24 apartments
24 car parking spaces
Pedestrian connection with the Chinbrook Estate
Total number of apartments (approximately) 24
Total number of parking spaces (approximately) 24
This option has the advantege of providing 24 apartments in 
a relatively low rise format.

4.3.3 Vacant Land at Lions Close

The site, roughly 0.21ha in size, is located in the south-eastern 
part of the Grove Park Neighbourhood Plan area. The area is a 
greenfield land bordered by deciduous woodland on its southern, 
eastern and northern boundaries.

Vacant land at Lions Close - Option 1 Terraced houses Vacant land at Lions Close - Option 2 Block of flats
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Option 3 maximises the residential capacity of the area with 
a ten storey tower able to accommodate approximately 40 
apartments 
10 storey building with approximately 40 apartments
20 car parking spaces
Pedestrian connection with the Chinbrook Estate
Total number of apartments (approximately) 40
Total number of parking spaces (approximately) 20
This option has the advantage of maximising housing 
capacity on the site.

Vacant land at Lions Close - Option 3 Tower
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4.4 Garages at Castleton Road

4.4.1 Site Analysis

The site is located in the south-eastern part of the Grove Park 
Neighbourhood Plan area. The area around the site, primarily 
residential, is mainly made up of semi-detached and terraced 
houses. The site benefits to its proximity to Grove Park Cemetery, 
which is a Registered Park and Garden, and to Elmsted Wood. 

Local Centre Opportunity Area - Site analysis
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Option 1 proposes two levels of workspaces on the northern side 
of the site and one level of workspaces on the southern side to 
avoid excessive shadow on the shared central space. Bike storage 
is provided to encourage people to use bikes instead of cars to 
reach their workspaces. Also, a small café is proposed in order to 
incentive the creation of a meeting place in the area.
2 storey building with approximately 20 workshop spaces
1 storey building with approximately 16 workshop spaces
Bike storage
Café
Total number of workspaces (approximately) 36
This option has the advantage of maximising the number of 
workspaces.

Option 2 proposes a single level of workspaces all around the site 
along with the provision of a covered space usable for multiple 
purposes (exhibition, temporary installations). Bike storage is 
provided to encourage people to use bikes instead of cars to reach 
their workspaces 
Garages converted in approximately 26 workshop spaces
Bike storage
Covered space for multiple purposes
Total number of workspaces (approximately) 26
This option has the advantage of not having a significant visual 
impact on adjoining properties.

4.4.2 Options

The site, roughly 0.16ha in size, is located in the south-eastern 
part of the Grove Park Neighbourhood Plan area.
The area is a collection of vacant and derelict lock-up storage 
garages, located between the rear gardens of properties on 
Castleton Road and Charminster Road.

Garages at Castleton Road - Workspace Option 1 Garages at Castleton Road - Workspace Option 2
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Figure 3.24 Shop front design guidanceDRAFT
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5 Next Steps

Following feedback and steer from the Grove Park Neighbourhood 
Forum, AECOM has produced this report.
The Grove Park Neighbourhood Group will consider the 
proposals presented in this document and will provide feedback 
to refine it. Thereafter the final document will be produced with 
recommendations on how to use the report to progress the 
Neighbourhood Plan.
Specifically we would reccomend the following steps:
• discuss with landowners and stakeholders;
• basis of community engagement;
• use report to inform the emerging Neighbourhood Plan.
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If you require further 
information regarding this 
report, please contact:

ben.castell@aecom.com

www.aecom.com DRAFT


